
  

Formative feedback 

Overall Comments 
Really well presented assignment with organised self-reflection (including student 
number and brief ) as well URL for log etc and also sent as prints (always good towards 
the final assignments).  Showing the decision and technical  process of selection 
through ‘contact sheets’ with annotations  is always a big plus point.  

The diary preliminary work is useful. You should say why exactly you found it difficult 
(unfamiliar? You may consider the chronicle of events banal?) - but that could reveal 
some ideas on how you project an ‘identity formation’ as opposed to the presumed 
innate identity that most students believe photography can reveal (which it is mute in 
that respect).  

The self evaluation has some great expressive statements in it (“as an individual, I play 
many roles depending on what I am doing or whom I am with”) you could have used 
the diary in a creative way drawing out key phrases or even cutting it up and creating 
random narratives (i’m thinking here of how David Bowie wrote songs to then create 
an ‘image’ of himself which was a fictionalised formation.  
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Feedback on assignment  
Demonstration of technical and Visual Skills, Quality of Outcome, Demonstration 
of Creativity  

Great images. Well executed ‘Avedonian’ Portraits which seek to show the ‘identity formation’ 
roles you perform.  
• Personally, I would have taken of the captions ‘camera collector’ etc out of the actual image 

(avoid graphic design) as they are powerful enough on their own. Save the captions of 
when they are published alongside the images.  

• File naming (as above) great. Perhaps use: ‘Self-portrait building surveyor CB001’ (where CB 
is your finials and it is first image from the ‘surveyor’ shoot. In this way you will be able to 
easily locate images and is more relevant if you decided to submit them to editors, 
magazines or photo libraries.  

• You grasp the social codes that photographers use to translate the experience of 
confronting the self by selecting the appropriate  the technical codes with which to allude 
to certain roles  in society, 

• Do explore and articulate these codes as applied in the context of ‘Typology’ portraits and 
use these critical terminologies and define them “standardised as possible to maintain 
uniformity” .  

• Write up is really well expressed but could do with some further contextual research and 
defining key terms (as mentioned). Link these to the course work and draw out what is 
relevant including technical processes of your influences (i.e. Avedon’s American West is 
shot outside with a backdrop gaffer taped to a wall and just a defector (understand the 
weather in this country may make that difficult). 

• Black & White or Colour:  a matter of personal choice and works well. Understand the 
Avedon influence but why not colour? i.e. we can see August Sander being con-temporised 
by such photographers as Rineke Dijkstra. Its still ‘Avedonian’ as it has the forensic gaze. 

Technical Processing 
You mention what you did but don’t expand enough on the reasons (aesthetic or 
conceptual) why you made such selections. A good understanding of three point 
lighting (again, use these terms) influenced from the coursework perhaps (or already 
well versed technically). In addition to Lightroom and pre-sets. This is a good workflow. 
Probably not necessary to tweak in photoshop but if there were specials tools you 
needed then mention them and why and how you used them.  

Print Quality 
Welcome addition of prints. Because of the matt watercolour paper could do with 
bring contrast out a little for some punch (but subtle not too much) jsut to get deeper 
blacks.  

Coursework 
Demonstration of technical and Visual Skills, Demonstration of Creativity  
Your application of the course work to discover direction for the assignments is 
partially strong. Continue with this method as well as feedback from peers is good. 
However, be critical and trust your instincts. For example, the close up parts of your self 



identity portraits (suggested in peer review) probably not as strong as the final 
versions you have settled on - this is simply about linking the process of working with 
the contextual research. Close ups would be far too illustrative in this sense and force 
the reader to immediately recognise the roles rather than leaving it open to make them 
work. Its showing not telling (always the best documentary advice - and these are 
documentary portraits).  
• Lead the viewer / assessor by making links from in the ‘research’ tab with your 

findings on the course work (you are doing this but make it clear).  

Research 
Context, reflective thinking, critical thinking, analysis   
You have begun to utilise much more critical language which is showing that you are 
becoming more confident in articulating how your work sits with others and engages 
with the ‘discourses’ of photography. Build on your influence from Avedon’s ‘forensic’ 
gaze and include further research into ‘typologies’ (your:  “I wanted to keep pose, 
framing, lighting etc. as similar as possible,”) and include August Sander and his 
contemporaries such as Rineke Dijkstra and say something about photographic ‘codes’ 
and motifs (as used by Avedon etc). 

Learning Log 
Context, reflective thinking, critical thinking, analysis   

Although the Learning blog references in the actual self-reflexive write up are a good 
indication of how you drew from the research, it may have been more useful to have 
shown the images concerned with a summary of how they influenced the final work  
rather than a simple URL link. In this way, rather than inviting the reader/assessor to 
ascertain the revanche of the research on your behalf, you reflect on it and tell the 
viewer what you’ve found. That is trie reflective learning. 

Suggested reading/viewing  
Context  
Typologies 
https://blog.redbubble.com/2012/04/photographic-typologies-the-study-of-types/ 

Identity  / Identity formation 
Perhaps complex for this level but useful to see where these notions of ‘identity’ (as 
innate) and ‘identity formation (as a performance of roles) came from (psychology of 
Erikson–Marcia): 
• Jan Cieciuch & Ewa Topolewska (2017) Circumplex of identity formation modes: A 

proposal for the integration of identity constructs developed in the Erikson–Marcia 
tradition, Self and Identity, 16:1, 37 (PDF enclosed). 

https://blog.redbubble.com/2012/04/photographic-typologies-the-study-of-types/


Philip-Lorca diCorcia (‘people represent things to me they’re not personal).  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=So_FK4qnz5Q 

Rineke Dijkstra : http://www.tate.org.uk/art/artists/rineke-dijkstra-2666 

David Bowie song writing cut and paste method - getting away from the central core of 
your portrait typologies but could be useful as a way to use for example the diary to 
provoke ideas and narrative. For example, this method comes form the Dada art 
movement: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6nlW4EbxTD8 

Photographic Codes & Rhetoric: 
Bate, D (2016)  Key Concepts in Photography  Bloomsbury pages 21-24 

Summary  

Please inform me of how you would like your feedback for the next assignment: written 
or video/audio. 

Strengths Areas for development

• Technical codes used to create a 
standardised look that the viewer 
can compare and contrast.  

• Useful research on the ‘forensic’ gaze 
(and others) applicable to key 
photographers such as Avedon. 

• Well expressed writing style with 
some really strong images that are 
engaging (simple but effective).  

• Name and define critical language 
such as ‘Typology’, Codes, archetypes. 
Conventions, Identity Formation, The 
self etc.  

• More analytical interpretation of key 
photographers so that the technical 
and visual allows you to uncover 
context and messages (see 
‘Understanding Images’ grids for 
these methodologies). 

• Include a little more research on 
subject and approach .i.e define how 
‘identity formation’ is applicable to 
photography though reference to 
social science or philosophy 
(context). 
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